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245 Gladstone Street, Nottingham NG7 6HX   . Tel: 0845 458 9595
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RISK ASSESSMENT / HEALTH & SAFETY OVERVIEW

It is a legal requirement that caterers should identify all stages of their operation that might involve risks to food hygiene, or to the health and safety of employees or customers. Caterers should then implement working practices to minimise such risks.

The main risks associated with Veggies operations are assessed as follows:

Food Hygiene

Key members of Veggies Crew undertake regular Food Hygiene Training and supervise those occasional crew members who have not yet received formal training.

Close attention is paid to cleanliness of the catering environment and that of the workers..

A ready supply of hot water and appropriate cleaning materials are always available.

Stock rotation is followed to maintain freshness of supplies.

Working practices are designed to operate in a safe, clean and efficient manner.

To reduce risk of contamination, fresh foods are prepared in quantities appropriate for the expected level of trade.


Health and Safety

At most outdoor events propane or butane gas is used.
To minimise risks:
	Metal pipework is installed wherever possible
	Flexible hose is of an approved standard and replaced every 5 years.
	All connections are checked as secure using appropriate clips.
	Equipment is inspected each year by a qualified gas inspector.

Cuts and burns:
	Crew are instructed in safe handling of knives and care is taken in the vicinity of boiling water.
	Sufficient supplies of blue plasters and burn / scald treatment is carried for rare incidents or accidents.

Public Safety:
	Structures are designed to be safety constructed.
	Hot surfaces are positioned away from the public.
	Full insurance cover is maintained.


Pest Control

Pests are attracted by easy availability of food.
Ensure there is nothing to tempt them into the food premises or surrounding area.



This overview is extracted from the detailed Risk Assessment, Food Hygiene and Health & Safety Training Document that all Veggies workers use on a day to day basis, and available at http://www.veggies.org.uk/page.php?ref=854#info
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Food Hygiene Guidelines

The following acts as both advice for kitchens and a checklist for daily inspections by a member of the crew. This is process has been designed to help kitchens stay safe and hygienic, we are not trying to catch you out.

Personal hygiene

	Wash hands before and after handling food, after breaks, after the toilet
	Encourage ‘customers’ to wash hands before eating
	Do not sneeze or cough near food
	Do not smoke or eat in any kitchen areas
	Put clothes/jackets/bags in a separate area away from cooking areas
	Tie back hair
	Wear clean clothing
	Wear an apron, clean catering t-shirt or catering jacket
	Cover cuts and sores with a waterproof dressing/plaster
	Do not work the kitchen if you may have a transmittable disease 


Food preparation

Use separate chopping boards for different foods (bread/cakes etc., raw veg and salad, other)
	Use clean knives/utensils
	Handle raw and cooked food separately using different utensils
	Clean as you go
	Store utensils and other equipment cleanly and safely

Food temperature and reheating

Hot food kept above 63 degrees C
	Cold food kept below 5 degrees C
	Ensure all food cooked through before serving, serve piping hot
	Do not reheat more than once and reheat thoroughly

Serving food

Provide clean utensils for self serving, different ones for raw and cooked food

Covering and storing food

Store raw and cooked food separately
	Separate containers for raw and cooked food
	Cover and secure all opened food packets
	Cover prepared food to be served in the near future
	Store prepared food to be used later in labeled, airtight containers
	Keep all food off the ground, at least one pallet high


Pest control

	Protect open food from flying insects
	Check regularly for pests



Surfaces and cleaning

Tea towels to be clean and in a fit state to use
	Wipe clean surfaces on all food preparation areas 
	Keep surfaces, chopping boards and utensils clean
	Use double sink/bowls for washing and rinsing, using hot water and washing up liquid, for washing all crockery, cutlery and equipment
	Ensure that adequate cloths/scorers are cleaned or replaced regularly
	Wash vegetables in separate sink/container
	Dry everything in the air (or with disposable towels)


Waste

Adequate and bins (covered) and bags (tied when full) for all waste
	Use grey water system properly, where available


Health and Safety

Keep paths clear
	Store everything safely and securely
	Knives should be carefully stored and carried
	Cooking area floor safe and flat, under cover in wet weather
	Adequate lighting in cooking areas
	Gas cylinder and supply secure and ventilated with a shut off valve
	Notices warning of dangers around gas
	All equipment safely fixed/positioned
	Full First Aid kit easily accessible

Fire precautions

Adequate precautions taken to prevent spread of fire
All kitchen staff aware of site fire procedure and location of nearest fire point
Fire blanket or extinguisher available

Electrical safety

All appliances, wiring and plugs in safe condition with fuses where appropriate
	All appliances protected from weather, physical damage and interference

This overview is extracted from the detailed Risk Assessment, Food Hygiene and Health & Safety Training Document that all Veggies workers use on a day to day basis, and available at http://www.veggies.org.uk/page.php?ref=854#info
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PEST CONTROL

As mobile caterers, much of Veggies work takes place away from our own premises, in trailers or at community centres and other temporary venues. We therefore need to ensure that our food handling, preparation and storage practices are designed to minimise any risk of contamination by pests.


Overview
Pests are attracted by easy availability of food.
Ensure there is nothing to tempt them into the food premises or surrounding area.


Keep foods off the ground, ideally above 18”.
Give particular attention to loose and fresh foods, such as vegetables & bakery products.

Keep open foods covered.
Opened packages must be carefully resealed or transferred to sealed containers.

Check for visual signs of contamination, especially vegetables and other fresh foods.

Check that packaging is not damaged, or effected by damp,
eg packaged goods, such as fruit juices, soya milks, grains, tinned goods.

Rotate stock.
Do not carry excessive supplies, nor open more than necessary for immediate use.

Keep premises clean.
Immediately clean any spillages or split packages that could result in food debris.

Rubbish bins should be kept clean and be closed with tight fitting lids.
	Rubbish should be removed as far away as possible whilst awaiting disposal.

Food waste should be regularly removed from food premises.
Vegetable trimmings and other compostables, should be stored as far away as possible.

Keep food storage areas clear and tidy to facilitate ease of cleaning.

Clean floors and work surfaces regularly.
Use appropriate disinfectants and detergents.

Check premises for potential entry points for pests.
Pests can enter through the smallest cracks in the fabric of buildings.

Maintain personal hygiene - pay particular attention to clean hands, hair and clothing.

Report any illness, which could indicate tainted food.
Do not work in food premises or handle food if ill.


This overview is extracted from the detailed Risk Assessment, Food Hygiene and Health & Safety Training Document that all Veggies workers use on a day to day basis, and available at http://www.veggies.org.uk/page.php?ref=854#info
RISK ASSESSMENT / HEALTH & SAFETY TRAINING

INTRODUCTION to Full and Detailed Version 

Veggies is a co-operative, providing wholly-vegan foods and raising funds to support education and campaigning on veganism, food issues, animal rights and ethical consumerism. The work of volunteer and minimal-wage members also support local, national and international campaigns on human rights, environmental issues, peace, co-operation and social justice.

As a co-operative, Veggies welcomes the input of all its members. These notes draw on the experiences of 100s of such volunteers, and have taken 21 years to compile. Nevertheless every year brings fresh ideas to improve the customer service, health, safety, hygiene and ease and efficiency of our operations.

The relatively quiet periods enable each person to do things their own way, and thus develop new ideas. Once the summer comes, however, with major festivals, big demos, conferences & fairs with up to 100 customers per hour, or up to 2000 per day, it is very important that everyone can work as a team. At these times flexibility to follow an established system is essential for a fast, safe and hygienic operation, without compromising a friendly, helpful and stress-free atmosphere for both workers and customers.

These notes provide highlighted pointers for initial training, together with more detailed discussion to fine tune your working day. Please read and re-read these notes to ensure your shift passes as easily as possible and to improve the service provided to customers. 

Where appropriate the notes also explain how the methods described minimise risks and improve food hygiene and your own health & safety.

It is essential that you should constantly assess any risks that could be reduced, and you are urged to write your suggestions in the appropriate place and/or discuss them with others at any time, including at monthly co-operative meetings.

RISK ANALYSIS

It is a legal requirement that caterers should identify all stages of their operation that might involve risks to food hygiene, or to the health and safety of employees or customers. Caterers should then implement working practices to minimise such risks.

All workers should use these notes with this in mind, and are again urged to note any potential risks that they can identify, or any suggestions to improve the operations of Veggies Catering Campaign.

Policies specifically analysed to minimise risks will be highlighted. 

Read by: 

	____________________________               ____________________________

	____________________________               ____________________________

	____________________________               ____________________________

	____________________________               ____________________________

	____________________________               ____________________________

	____________________________               ____________________________

	____________________________               ____________________________

Also useful: Essential Information for Traders at Glastonbury Festival
	       Glastonbury Festival Food: The Caterers Survival Guide





CATERING FROM MOBILE FOOD UNIT

Unhitch trailer from vehicle. Ensure that you have been shown how to operate the jockey wheel and disconnect the electrics and safety chain. To avoid personal injury, if the trailer is too difficult to move alone, for example on uneven ground or on a slope, ASK FOR HELP.

After opening the trailer, put out the waste water tank, bin, leaflet display and any other outdoor equipment/supplies.
Place the gas bottle outside, taking care to lift without straining yourself (always remember to bend your knees, not your back when lifting and setting down heavy objects).
Connect regulator. Ensure hose clip is secure to avoid gas leaks and turn on.

To reduce risk of leaks:
check that hose is not split when pushed onto regulator.
	ensure that the clip is secure.
	on returning to the trailer check that the cooker and water boiler (if installed) has not previously been left turned on.
	If so turn them off and wait for any gas to clear before continuing.
	Report any smell of leaking gas to a maintenance person.
	On windy days watch and listen for gas blowing out. Keep entrance shutter closed if necessary to reduce drafts.
	Read and follow separate safety information prepared by CalorGas.

Heat sufficient water in boiler or kettle for initial cleaning before beginning food preparation.
This minimises risk of contamination from hands, cloths or surfaces.

Heat a little water at first to bring to boil quickly, then top up a little at a time.
Clean hands, using antibacterial soap and paper towels.
Clean surfaces using antibacterial spray or milton fluid solution.
Clear sink, putting chopping boards, utensils, etc where required.
Be aware that germs and dirt, carried into the food preparation area on shoes, can be transferred via things lifted off the floor onto work surfaces, eg water containers, boxes etc.



We aim to balance 'Environmental Health' with our concern for the Health of the Environment.We- use eco-friendly, not toxic, biodegradable, cruelty-free cleaning products from 'Bio-D' & Caurnie etc.- favour the use of re-usable cleaning cloths over disposables, where appropriate, with regular launderding & disinfecting with (for example) Milton Fluid etc.- save vegetable trimming & other food waste for composting.- buy in bulk & refill containers- use sonic & other pest deterrence, including safe food storage,  to minimise the need for poisons & traps.





STALL SET-UP

Raise shutter, turn on 1 or 2 griddle burners and top up kettle or boiler for more hot water.

Put sliced onions and 2 - 3 burgers on to cook etc.
You are now ready to serve early customers, whilst you continue setting up the stall properly.

Relishes: remove lids from jars, checking that they are not damaged, and put on front counter with spreading knives.

Do not use a metal spoon in the mayo, as it will react with the acidity of the vinegar causing the metal to tarnish and spoil the mayo. A fork may be preferred for the chilli pickle.

Check the contents of the fridge or cold box, keeping out only what is needed for immediate use. This will vary according to sales balanced against the outside temperature, eg on cold, busy days you might have more fresh foods out of the cold box than on quiet or hot days.

Display juice / soya drink on top shelf (they are less affected by rising steam than dry goods etc, which should be displayed on the second shelf down. Juices can also be used to weigh down a display of information leaflets on the front counter.

Tea, coffee, herb tea etc can also be displayed on the second shelf, so customers can see that they are available.

As well as making all items more clearly available for customers to see, displaying stock on the shelves makes it easier to check what is in good supply, and what needs replacing.

Please make a good display - if they can't see it we can't sell it.

Nb: Pickle and mustard are packed by us. The weighed jars are sealed with tape. Pickle & mustard for counter use is not weighed (and not sealed with tape) and so should not be sold. When checking stall checklist be sure that there is enough for customer use so as to avoid the need to open the weighed & sealed jars. The sale jars will then be more readily available for customers to buy. (Help is always welcome with weighing out bottles in the kitchen.)






MAKING BURGERS

The following suggested method of burger making has been developed over many years, from the donation of our first 'burger maker' in 1985, to the very latest refinements suggested by recent volunteers.

Whilst you may eventually settle on your own technique, please consider the following points:

Burger making needs to be hygienic. Contamination can spread via the burger press, the wrapper, the scoop, your hands or the work surface.

Burger making is the most regularly repeated part of your work, so should be as convenient as possible, minimising your movements between tub of mix, burger maker and griddle.

If burgers are being pressed in the stall, for speed and convenience set the mix and burger maker right next to the griddle. This will save you having to move around when making burgers - even a second saved between the burger-maker and the griddle adds up to a significant advantage when multiplied a thousand times!

At major events one person needs to be able to make over 100 burgers per hour, in a safe, hygienic, tidy and efficient way. In this case, the position of burger-making, salad and roll prep may vary to allow room for a second person working the griddle and a third person preparing rolls, but a balance can be made for the convenience of all three.

To reduce risk of contamination, make only an appropriate quantity of fresh mix.
Make only enough for a 2 - 4 hour period. Make smaller amount in hotter weather.
Towards end of event ensure that final small batch is freshly made to return surplus to the kitchen fridge.

By following these suggestions it is possible to make hundreds of burgers throughout a whole day, with the burger press and work surfaces ending up as clean as when you began.

The burger press is lined with a strip of plastic, cut from a clean bread bag.
The most common cause of spreading stickiness is from the plastic getting reversed, resulting in mix getting onto the press, your hands and an ever expanding area of work surface. This can be avoided by simply keeping the press filled at all times, eg after making a burger, scoop the next portion into the press, which will prevent the plastic from falling away. This also means that the next burger is already half made, saving time later. Finally leave the scoop filled too - you will then find that when you make the next burger the scoop is ready to refill the press without having to let go of the plastic. On windy days this prevents the risk of the plastic blowing off the press and becoming contaminated.

By following this technique it is possible to make hundreds of burgers throughout a whole day with the burger press ending up as clean as when you started. If this is not true of your burger making look again at the method described here.

When beginning a fresh tub of mix is a good time to change the plastic lining and to rinse the scoop in boiling water. This will prevent any risk of 'old' mix being transferred into the new batch & thus prevent any contamination crossing over.

SALAD

Don’t prepare more salad than is necessary for forthcoming trading period.
Note the safe method for slicing onions. The same precautions should be taken with all salad.

Always practise stock rotation - e.g. get into the habit of checking for ‘older’ stock with a shorter shelf life both in the kitchen and the stall before buying and using fresh. As well as reducing waste and expense, this is also essential for good hygiene.

ONIONS
Everyone has their own theory about how not to cry when preparing onions, including:
Only breathing through your mouth.
Peel all except the root - cut this last.
Have a bowl of cold water standing by.

Avoiding contamination from soil
Whilst peelings may be put back into the bag or bowl with unpeeled onions, peeled ones should not.
Avoid contact between unpeeled onions and the chopping board. Try peeling them in the hand rather than on a surface.. 
Use a separate knife for peeling, or rinse the knife before using it to prepare other foods.
Cook onions well, or take extra care if onions are being used raw.

Avoiding cuts whilst preparing onions
After peeling onion, place on chopping board and holding it by the tips of your arched fingers (using knuckles as a guide for the blunt edge of the knife), cut firmly once down the length of the core.
Place the flat face of each half on the chopping board and cut into half again before slicing, keeping finger tips clear of knife. This makes ¼ rings for cooking.

LETTUCE
Lettuce should always be well rinsed to remove dirt (and non-vegan bugs!).
If using iceberg lettuce and less than a whole lettuce is needed (eg at quiet times or at the end of the day), peel off the outside leaves individually - this ensures that any unused lettuce keeps fresh for longer. To prepare a whole lettuce, rip out its heart* before tearing apart by hand, leaving leaves loose and not too large or small, so that 2-3 pieces will cover the buns.

TOMATOES
Tomatoes cut across the core will keep their shape better.
Tomatoes cut along the length of their core tend to loose their seeds & go mushy more quickly.

CUCUMBER
Cucumbers are easier to handle if halved first. Cucumber should be sliced thin-ish as there is a lot of stuff to stuff into bun!

* You could ask a carnivore to help with this if you are too squeamish!

FILLING ROLLS
Please avoid tearing open the bread bags - they have 101 uses.
Place bread roll in a paper kitchen towel - this is the last time that any food need be handled.
Slice open roll over the bread bag or a tub to avoid crumbs speading everywhere - leave a 'hinge'. 
Add enough lettuce to cover the roll plus one full slice of tomato and two slices of cucumber.
Fold the paper around the roll, making a pocket to keep everything together.

In the case of large burgers, eg 'Double burger with extra cheeze, mushrooms and a rasher please', everything can fit into the roll by stretching open the bread hinge before loading everything in. Ease it in place with the spatula, or better still - use bigger rolls.

Use the tongs to handle salad to minimise risk of contamination, especially if working alone and needing to handle money too.
When working as part of a team at bigger events you may be doing salad and rolls only. In this case it may be faster not to use tongs, as long as your hands are regularly cleaned.

CHEEZLY
Can be sliced using a vegetable peeler. This gives thinner slices, which can be put on more generously and will melt more easily when topped off with cooked onions. Cheezly cut into slices with a knife has a chunkier appearance in the bun, but will not melt so readily. Cheezly is quite sticky so should be picked up with tongs if it is stockpiled in a tub, or scooped in with the spatula if cut to order on a clean chopping board.


CUTS & BURNS

Try to maintain a calm and clear working environment.
In the event of cuts use a blue plaster.
For burns or scalds flush with plenty of cold water and apply burn cream from first aid box (or cold wet teabag).
In either event, notify other crew members so that further food handling can be minimsed.


CLEANING

By the end of the day, if you have followed the advice given above, there should only be a small amount of grill scraping, pot washing, and floor sweeping necessary. Finish by cleaning surfaces with a disinfectant spray.
However, there are several areas which perhaps don’t need cleaning every day, but given regular attention by different workers, eliminates the need for one poor person to have do a ‘big clean up’ once in a while. You should be able to find some time during your shift to clean one or more of the following: shelves & under kettle & grill, walls, laminates

Ensure that the relish containers are kept clean & hygienic. You may need from time to time rinse the top of dispenser jars, to wipe using a clean paper kitchen towel.
Ketchup dispensers should be cleaned regularly. The nozzle can be easily rinsed in a mug of hot soapy water every time the dispenser is topped up.

When working in a hot environment drink plenty of fluids, but avoid using the small packs.
Do not eat in the food prep area, (kitchen, trailer etc).
However you are welcome, and encouraged, to consume a daily allowance of Veggies food during your shift - please ask for details.
Please avoid eating the pre-packaged, ‘bought in’ foods. Anything extra may be purchased (at half price).

Separate & save organic waste in a sealed tub or bag. NB: the cellophane burger discs are not organic.

If on a daily stall:
Note accurately on the back of the event stock/sales checklist anything needed for the next day.
Wash & return any spare tubs and jars at the end of the day.

Once again, regarding cleaning, leave the stall as you would expect to find it - Veggies only survives as a result of teamwork, and leaving your mess for another worker to clear up is contrary to this. As much as we would like to believe in the existence of a cleaning fairy, there is no hard evidence to support this!


INFORMATION FOR ACTION

As well as aiming to make vegan food more easily available, Veggies also exists to promote the many campaigns supported by the work of Veggies volunteers.

Having set up the food and sales goods, there should now be time to ensure that the display of leaflets & other campaign materials is well presented.

The leaflet rack gives maximum space for the display of many leaflets, including:
General advice on a vegan diet.
Info on the work of Veggies and the Sumac Centre.
Details of forthcoming events, including those to be attended by Veggies.
Other campaign materials - including information on your main areas of interest.

Some leaflets, especially those for very imminent events, may be displayed on the front counter, together with current newsletters, samples of the Veggie/vegan Guide, cookbooks, etc.

Posters for forthcoming events may be displayed on the front of the trailer. Please only replace ones that are out of date, positioning new posters neatly & squarely over old ones of the same size. Paste is kept in the kitchen and/or under the sink in the trailer.



